The Energy of Happiness
After years of working as a gynecologist, as well as in the field of alternative medicine, Dr. Dino
Tomic in recent years has devoted entirely to the treatment with PolarAid
When asked why, he replies: `Simply, I have never seen a more powerful and easier means of
improving health and achieving vitality than PolarAid, which actually represents the type of
vortex antenna, a small device that achieves exceptional results without electricity. This disc
does not emit negative radiation. Holding PolarAid in your hands you become a supreme healer
without a single day of training. Doctor Tomic has pointed out that PolarAid simply fosters in
multiple ways the energy inflow (bioenergy) in your body inciting it to cure itself in a completely
natural way, which is anyhow the only possible solution.
Essentially, you have in your body all self-healing mechanisms and natural remedies that
function perfectly, with no danger of overdosing. The problem will occur when the energy level
has been lowered or when the energy inflow has been disrupted. It is something that can be
successfully compensated for or solved by PolarAid.`
Taking into account that Dr. Tomic works on modern quantum and bio-resonant equipment,
which goes far beyond the capabilities of today's medicine, the greater is his fascination with
PolarAid. That is because, as he says, this is a completely natural way of treatment, where the
increased inflow of bioenergy causes body to heal itself from various diseases.
I often jokingly say that the attempt of us doctors to heal the humans looks like mechanic’s
attempt to repair the spacecraft. Actually such a perfect creation as a human body cannot be
treated in the way that we are trying to in the present medicine, especially not by using toxic
medications`, says Dr. Tomic.
According to his understanding everything is energy.
`My favorite scientist Nikola Tesla said that “we are not human beings who sometimes have a
spiritual experience, but we are spiritual (energy) beings currently having a human experience.”
When a disruption occurs at the energy level, it will be soon manifested on the physical level in
the form of a disease. The point is to ensure uninterrupted supply of fresh energy and flow
through the body and diseases will disappear by themselves. A very important thing is to
continually cleanse the body of toxic substances that we consume every day, either consciously
or unconsciously. All this is achieved by applying PolarAid`, says Dr. Tomic and states that there
are many positive feedbacks from PolarAid users sent by both, ordinary people and medical
doctors.

